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Sixteen people were injured after a brawl broke out among fans at a New Jersey Red Bull Arena concert
by rapper Future. The fight spilled into the parking lot, and the victims were taken to hospital. The

concert was the first of the rapper’s tour, which is set to run through March. A photo posted to Twitter
shows a large group of police officers standing at the concert. The fight was reported at around 11:30
p.m. and was believed to have begun in the concert hall, the New York Daily News reported. Red Bulls

season-ticket holders are encouraged to report emergencies to dispatch at 1-877-RBLU-4636. Red Bulls
Arena has a capacity of 18,500, but was crowded as a result of tickets being sold to the public. People
were entering the venue as early as 4 p.m. On Saturday, the news station WNBC reported that a police

officer suffered broken bones in his jaw after a fight broke out inside the arena. “This was a horrible,
horrible, terrible experience that I would not wish on anyone,” arena spokeswoman Cristina Mesa said. A
spokesperson for New Jersey Governor Chris Christie said the governor spoke to the rapper following the

incident. UPDATE: Ticketmaster and the Red Bulls confirmed that the rapper did not perform at the
Jersey show.Q: Javascript - select the second button inside a group I have 2 groups. One group have 2
elements and the other have 1 element. I'm using the following code: $("#contactForm>#firstGroup >

input").autocomplete({ source: autocomplete, select: function(event, ui){ // alert("Hello") } });
$("#contactForm>#secondGroup > button").autocomplete({ source: autocomplete, select:

function(event, ui){ // alert("Hello") } }); The code must display only the 2nd button inside the first group
but it display the 1st and 2nd one. A: The ui argument contains the data for each element. Use the data

argument (index 0) instead and you can access the second button like so: ui
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